
 

 

 

The general acceptance of the doctrine of organic evolution was during the ..........  

A: 21st  century   

B: 20th century   

C: New millennium  

D: 19th century 

D 

The philosopher who was often regarded as the father of the evolutionary concepts is ..........  

A: Linnaeus  

B: Anaximenes  

C: Xenophanes  

D: Empedocles 

D 



 

 

.......... was the first to recognize fossils as the remains of extinct animas.  

A:Xenophanes  

B: Thales                   

C: Anaximander  

D: Democritus 

A 

.......... was responsible for explaining the structure of protoplasm on a physio-chemical basis.  

A: Alfred Wallace  

B: Herbert Spencer 

C: Thomas Huxley  

D: Ernest Haeckel 

C 

The philosopher who propounded the famous “theory of mutation” was ..........  

A: Alfred Wallace  

B: Thomas Huxley  

C: Victor Hugo De Vires  

D: August Weismann 

C 

The “Theory of Germinal Selection” was enunciated by ..........  

A: Herbert Spencer  

B: Erasmus Darwin  

C: Charles Darwin  

D: August Weismann 

D 

A co-author with Darwin on “the theory of natural selection” was ..........  



 

 

A: Erasmus Darwin  

B: Herbert Spencer  

C: Victor Hugo Vires  

D: Alfred Russel Wallace 

D 

The theory of Abrogenesis was discredited and disproved by v..........  

A: Fransisco Redi  

B: Needham              

C: Louis Pasteur  

D: Redi Needham 

A 

The anthropoid remains from the Miocene period o East Africa is known as ..........  

A: Parapithecus                    

B: Proconsul  

C: Propliopithecus  

D: Dryopithecus 

B 

A direct ancestor of the modern gibbons is represented by ..........  

A: Parapithecus  

B: Proconsul                       

C: Propliopithecus  

D: Dryopithecus 

C 

..........  was the large size ape that is comparable to modern chimpanzee.  

A: Parapithecus  



 

 

B: Proconsul  

C: Propliopithecus  

D: Dryopithecus   

D 

.......... has a heavy protruding eyebrow ridges, a low slanting forehead and a broad flat nose  

A: Swans combe man  

B: Neanderthalensis  

C: Phithecanthropus  

D: Sinanthropus  

C 

The skull of .......... was large with prominent eyebrow ridges and receding forehead.  

A: Homo Neanderthalensis  

B: Cromagnon man  

C: Swans combe man  

D: Heidelbergensis 

A 

A man fossil recovered from a cave in Gibraltar in 1948 is known as ..........  

A: Cromagnon man                        

B: Neanderthal man  

C: Swanscombe man  

D: Perking man 

B 

The modern biologists maintain that the dynamic nature of the environment is its variability and that 

.......... is one of the basic attributes of the living substance protoplasms.  

A: Cytoplasm  

B: Germinal protoplasm  



 

 

C: Mutation  

D: Genetics 

C 

Man is able to expand his consciousness outside of the limitation of the physical body but with ..........                 

A: The mind  

B: The brain  

C: The spirit  

D: The soul 

D 

The perception in man that can extend to a circle of unlimited diameter is called ..........  

A: Synchronized mind  

B: Psychology  

C: Compelling  urges  

D: Psychic 

D 

The inherent drive in man is called ..........  

A: Compelling urge  

B: Psychological move  

C: Psychic drive  

D: Sympathetic urge 

A 

Man does not depend upon .......... to direct him in all course of his life.  

A: Philosophical way                       

B: Instinctive urges  

C: Distinctive faculty  



 

 

D: Thinking faculty 

B 

Wildlife conservation includes the following except  ..........  

A: Preservation of breeding stock                          

B: Artificial stocking  

C: Poaching  

D: Habitat improvement 

C 

Lima bean is ..........  

A: Glycine max  

B: Manihot esculenta  

C: Elais guinesis  

D: Phaseolus vulgaris 

D 

Panicum officinale is commonly known as ..........  

A: Sorghum  

B: Millet  

C: Cow pea  

D: Guinea corn 

D 

Ground dove is  ..........  

A: Columbigallina passerine  

B: Psittacus erithacus  

C: Camelus dromedaries                        

D: Francolinus bicalcuratus 



 

 

A 

Afropavo congensis is commoly known as ..........  

A: Puff adder  

B: Peacock  

C: Pigeon  

D: Python 

B 

Antelope is ..........  

A: Camelus dromedaries  

B: Bitis arientans  

C: Sylvicapra grimin  

D: Canis sp. 

C 

The first ancient civilization to attempt and understand the principle of nature is the ..........  

A: Egyptian civilization  

B: Chinese civilization  

C: Babylonian civilization  

D: Greek civilization 

D 

The inventor of formal logic who pioneered the study of zoology is ..........  

A: Archimedes  

B: Plato                

C: Aristotle  

D: Ptolemy 

C 



 

 

The first scientist to explore the heavens with a telescope is ..........  

A: Nicolaus Copernicus  

B: Galileo Galilei  

C: Johannes Kepler  

D: Isaac Newton 

B 

Radio telecommunications was invented in ..........  

A: 1893  

B: 1894  

C: 1895  

D: 1896 

C 

The author of the text element is ..........  

A: Archimedes  

B: Aristotle  

C: Ptolemy  

D: Euclid 

D 

DNA was invented in which of these years?  

A: 1959  

B: 1961  

C: 1895  

D: 1965 

C 

Exponential representation of very large numbers was invented by ..........  



 

 

A: Archimedes  

B: Socrates              

C: Plato  

D: Aristotle 

A 

Waste from abattoirs are classified basically as ..........  

A: Land pollution  

B: Air pollution  

C: Water pollution  

D: All of these 

D 

yagayoaAlbert Einstein won a Nobel prize for photo-electric effect in which of the following year. 

A: 1920                   

B: Physician  

C: Philosopher  

D: All of these 

B 

yagayogaWhich of the following is not incorrect about the man Galileo Galilei ..........  

A: Mathematician                        

B: Physician  

C: Philosopher  

D: None of these 

D 

yagayogaThe dictum that “everything in the universe has a purpose” was stated by ..........  

A: St. Thomas Aquinas  



 

 

B: J. C. Maxwell  

C: Aristotle  

D: Albert Einstein 

C 

yagayogaQuantum mechanics was developed by ..........  

A: Werner Heisenberg  

B: Erwin Schroedinger  

C: Paul Dirac  

D: All of these 

B 

yagayogaThe Aristotle four components nature of water can be view as ..........  

A: Air-water-earth-fire  

B: earth-water-air-fire  

C: Water-air-fire-earth  

D: Earth-air-water-fire 

B 

yagayogaThe major component gases in the atmosphere include the following.  

A: Hydrogen  

B: Xenon  

C: Ozone  

D: None of these 

D 

yagayoga.......... proposed the atomic structure of matter which is just like our solar system.  

A: Michael Faraday  

B: Niels Bohr  



 

 

C: Albert Einstein  

D: Isaac Newton 

B 

yagayogaThe Federal Environmental Protection Agency (FEPA) was formed in ..........  

A: 1985  

B: 1986  

C: 1987                       

D: 1988 

D 

yagayogaThe counting system for Babylonian was to base ..........  

A: 60  

B: 90  

C: 120  

D: 150 

A 

yagayogaWhich of these is not a theory about the universe?  

A: Galactocentric theory  

B: Heliocentric theory                    

C: Geocentric theory  

D: Lactocentric theory 

D 

yagayogaScience in the dark ages was for ..........  

A: Pursuit of knowledge  

B: Understanding God’s creator                   

C: Philosophy  



 

 

D: Theology 

B 

yagayogaThe ozone layer shields the earth from .......... 

 A: Ultra-violet rays  

B: X-rays  

C: Infrared rays  

D: Alpha rays 

A 

yagayogaThe periodic table classifies elements by ..........  

A: Form  

B: Fragrance  

C: Colour  

D: Atomic weight 

D 

yagayogaThe relationship between physical observations and numbers was established by ..........  

A: Thales                    

B: Socrates  

C: Pythagoras  

D: Plato 

C 

yagayogaUnified field theory seeks to ..........  

A: Merge electromagnetic and gravitational theories  

B: Merge electric and Magnetic fields  

C: Merge galactocentric and heliocentric theories  

D: Merge Newtonian and quantum mechanics theories  



 

 

A 

yagayogaThe PH (a measure of acidity) of natural rainfall is about ..........  

A: 7.0  

B: 5.6  

C: 12.2  

D: 10.5 

B 

yagayoga.......... is an odourless, colourless, poisonous gas arising from incomplete combustion of fuel.  

A: Sulphur oxide  

B: Carbon-monoxide  

C: Sulphates  

D: None of these 

A 

yagayogaEnvironment science is ..........  

A: The study between man and the environment  

B: The study between physical and human geography  

C: The study between past and present environment  

D: The study between developed and underdeveloped 

A 

yagayogaEvironmental science is aimed at ..........  

A: Man  

B: Land  

C: Forest background  

D: Environmental problems 

D 



 

 

yagayogaWhich of these does not fit into this area of study?  

A: Shipping  

B: Forestry  

C: Agriculture  

D: Socio-cultural balance 

A 

yagayogaDramatic change in population density impinges on ..........  

A: Change in environmental quality  

B: Sex of man of animals  

C: Production capacity of industries  

D: Churches or mosques growth  

A 

yagayogaWhich of these is a misfit?  

A: Hydrosphere  

B: Sphere  

C: Atmosphere  

D: Hydrosphere 

A 

yagayogaLithosphere refers to ..........  

A: Sky  

B: Water  

C: Land  

D: Gases 

C 

yagayogaVenn diagram showing linkages of physical components of earth does not include ..........  



 

 

A: Hydrosphere  

B: Biosphere  

C: Lithosphere  

D: Hydophobia 

D 

yagayogaAtmosphere composition include the following except ..........  

A: Oxygen of about 21%  

B: Nitrogen of about 78%  

C: Argon & Neon about 1%  

D: Natural gas from crude oil 42% 

D 

yagayogaIt has been said that ..........% of the earth’s surface is covered with water.  

A: 50% B: 10%  

C: 71%                  

D: 81% 

C 

yagayogaIn other words, the land surface of the earth for habitation by man is ..........  

A: 29%  

B: 39%  

C: 21%                    

D: 31% 

A 

yagayogaOnly one of these is responsible for the massive exploitation of the environment:  

A: Architecture  

B: Work  environment  



 

 

C: Work culture  

D: Driving through city environment 

A 

yagayogaOne of these is not renewable:  

A: Coal  

B: Forest trees  

C: Water  

D: Metals 

A 

yagayogaWhich of these is responsible for the massive exploitation of the environment?  

A: Wildlife  

B: Fishes                

C: Youths  

D: Man 

D 

yagayogaMinerals are valuable materials or resources and are classified as any of the following except 

..........                 

A: Mineral fuels  

B: Logging  

C: Ferro-alloy  

D: Iron and non-ferrous metals 

B 

yagayogaIn the study of environmental science which of these did not talk about environment?  

A: Ufuah                          

B: Whynne-Hammond  

C: Egede  



 

 

D: Hagett 

C 

yagayogaCulture is ..........  

A: Dancing 

B: Dressing  

C: Evolved way of life  

D: Tradition 

C 

yagayogaStock is ..........  

A:What is naturally available to man  

B: What is not naturally available to man                       

C: Looking at the stock  

D: Receiving the stock 

A 

yagayogaNatural resources compete ..........  

A: In the forest  

B: In the market square  

C: In the market  

D: In the presence of man 

C 

yagayogaConservation makes sense in the following ways except one:  

A: Morally  

B: Economically  

C: Protecting resources from wanton exploitation  

D: In concentrating on consumption of resources only 



 

 

D 

yagayogaBy your evaluation, which of these is not an environmentalist by any standard?  

A: Geographer                                    

B: Photographer  

C: Surveyor  

D: Advocates of green environment 

B 

yagayogaErosion is as a result of ..........  

A: Good industrial development  

B: Low rain  

C: High population                   

D: Over grazing, lack of drains and planning issues 

D  

yagayogaIt is not true that .......... can pollute the environment.  

A: Solid waste  

B: Gaseous waste  

C: Horticulture  

D: Factory fumes 

C 

yagayogaWhich of these is environmentally friendly?  

A: Deforestation  

B: Mining of coal  

C: Mining of lead                  

D: Horticulture 

D 



 

 

yagayogaTradition is defined as ..........  

A: Cultural dances by the society.  

B: Retention of propagation of culture  

C: Advanced form of culture  

D: Models of culture 

B 

yagayogaEnvironmental remediation is advocated by one of these:  

A: Insects  

B: Living and non-living things               

C: Man  

D: The aborigines 

C 

yagayogaSolar energy utilization is classified into ..........  

A: Conventional and non-conventional  

B: Photovotaic and thermal  

C: Renewable and non-renewable  

D: None of the above 

B 

yagayogaWhich of the following is referred to as organic fuel  

A: Wind  

B: Solar  

C: Hydroelectric  

D: Biomass 

D 

yagayogaThe use of aero-turbines is synonymous with ..........  



 

 

A: Solar energy  

B: Nuclear energy  

C: Wind energy  

D: None of the above 

C 

yagayogaChemical energy is a form of ..........  

A: Kinetic energy  

B: Potential energy  

C: Solar energy  

D: None of the above 

B 

yagayogaThe refining of crude petroleum does not lead to which of these:  

A: LPG  

B: PMS  

C: DPK  

D: LNG 

D 

yagayogaWhich of the following is defined as capacity for doing work.  

A: Science  

B: Technology  

C: Energy               

D: Engineering 

C 

yagayogaThe science of Astronomy began during the ..........   

A: Industrial revolution  



 

 

B: Middle ages  

C: Urban revolution  

D: 20th century 

C 

yagayogaThe development of steam power first took place during the .......... 

A: Middle ages  

B: Industrial revolution  

C: Emergence of western technology  

D: Stone age 

B 

yagayogaIn the 20th century, technological leadership passed from British to ..........  

A: Greek  

B: USA  

C: Europe  

D: China 

B 

yagayogaThe internal combustion as a prime mover emerged in the..........  

A: Middle ages  

B: 19th century  

C: 20th century  

D: Industrial revolution 

D 

yagayogaWhich of the following is a conventional energy source?  

A: Natural gas  

B: Coal  



 

 

C: petroleum  

D: All of the above 

D 

yagayogaThe emergence of the water turbine as an efficient method of producing power in 

hydroelectric power generation emerged in the ..........  

A: Middle ages  

B: Urban revolution  

C: 20th century  

D: Industrial revolution 

D 

yagayogaMankind entered the space age during the ..........  

A: Industrial revolution  

B: Greco-Roman era  

C: 20th century  

D: None of the above 

C 

yagayogaWhich of the following is a benefit from application of science and technology?  

A: Societal transformation  

B: Enhanced living standard 

C: Reduction of poverty and disease  

D: All of the above 

D 

yagayogaWhich of the following not a product of building technology?  

A: Asbestos  

B: Cement  

C: Concentrating collectors  



 

 

D: Iron and steel 

C 

yagayogaWhich of the following is true NOT about the place of science and technology in the society?  

A: It is essential to agriculture  

B: It is enquired in manufacturing  

C: It is vital in location of oil and mineral deposit  

D: All of the above 

C 

yagayogaWhich of the following is not a product of agricultural technology?  

A: Pesticides  

B: Tractors                           

C: Harvesters 

D: None of the above 

D 

yagayogaWhich of the following is not a product of space technology?  

A: Radars  

B: Telescopes  

C: Satellites              

D: Wind mills 

D 

yagayogaThe development of the airplane and cinema took place during ..........  

A: The urban revolution  

B: 20th century  

C: Greco-Roman period  

D: None of the above 



 

 

B 

yagayogaThe key players in the technology of the middle ages are:  

A: The Britons  

B: The Germans  

C: Chinese and Europeans 

D: None of the above 

C 

yagayogaThe use of fire first started during the ..........  

A: Urban revolution  

B: Stone age  

C: Industrial revolution  

D: None of the above 

B 

yagayogaThe industrial revolution occurred in the period:  

A: 1750-1900AD  

B: 500-1500AD  

C: 20th Century                

D: None of the above 

A 

yagayogaMan entered the space age during  

A: The 5th century  

B: 10th Century  

C: 20th Century 

D: None 

C 



 

 

yagayogaSocial problems arising from the application of science and technology include  

A: Waste generation                  

B: Developments of dangerous weapons  

C: Depletion of energy resources  

D: All of the above 

D 

yagayogaThe use of briquetting is synonymous with the processing of ..........   

A: Natural gas  

B: Local  

C: Solar energy  

D: None of the above 

D 



 

 

yagayogaThe micro-world of biology was discovered in the .......... century.  

A: 19th  

B: 20th  

C: 17th  

D: 15th 

C 

yagayogaThe biological principles of which of these philosophers is relevant in modern biological science  

A: Anaximander  

B: Aristotle  

C: Erasmus Darwin  



 

 

D: Xenophanes 

B 

yagayoga.......... coined the word ‘protoplasm’ as the physical basis of life.  

A: August Wiesmann  

B: Victor Hugo De Vries 

C: Thomas Henry Huxley  

D: George Curvier 

C 

yagayogaThe experiment that paved way for the synthesis of organic compounds was conducted by 

..........  

A: Oparin  

B: Miller  

C: Needham  

D: Spallanzi 

B 

yagayogaBipedalism is a characteristic possessed by ..........  

A: Apes  

B: man  

C: Monkeys  

D: Gibbons 

B 

yagayogaThe evolution of the giraffe’s long neck was used to buttress the inheritance of acquired traits 

by .......... 

A: Charles Darwin  

B: Jean Baptiste De Larmack  

C: Hugo De Vires  



 

 

D: Anaximander 

B 

yagayogaThe field of study that replaced natural history before the term ‘biology’ was adopted is ..........  

A: natural philosophy  

B: theology  

C: pharmacology  

D: geology 

D 

yagayogaThe idea of artificial selection was put forward by the Islamic scholar ..........  

A: Abu Rayham  

B: Al-Dinawari  

C: Al-Jahiz  

D: El-Bashir 

A 

yagayogaThe theory of biogenesis using microorganisms was first propounded by ..........  

A: Aristotle  

B: Oparin  

C: Francisco Redi  

D: Louis Pasteur  

D 

yagayogaThe first scientist to identify fossils as the remains of extinct animals was ..........  

A: Xenophanes  

B: Anaximander  

C: Anaximenes  

D: Aristotle 



 

 

A 

yagayogaOrang-utans and gorillas are examples of ..........  

A: lesser apes  

B: great apes  

C: largest apes  

D: marsupials 

C 

yagayogaThe oldest hominids belong to the genus ..........  

A: Zingamthropus  

B: Proconsuls  

C: Australopithecus 

D: Dryopithecus 

C 

yagayogaWhich of these is not in fossil lineage of humans?  

A: Pithecanthropus  

B: Sinanthropus pekinensis  

C: Homo habilis  

D: Australopithecus africanus 

D 

yagayogaWhich of these terms is not a synonym for ‘biotechnology’?  

A: bioinformatics  

B: genetic engineering  

C: tissue culture  

D: cell culture 

A 



 

 

yagayogaWorldwide access to better measurements, theoretical models and predictive model 

experimentation was developed in the .......... century.  

A: 20th  

B: 19th  

C: 21st  

D: 18th 

C 

yagayogaEndangered and threatened species need protection from fear of ..........  

A: destruction  

B: extinction  

C: propagation  

D: marginalization 

B 

yagayogaOne of these ways will help man evolve a sustainable use of his environment.  

A: deforestation  

B: overgrazing  

C: afforestation  

D: bush burning 

C 

yagayogaWhich of these is not a game reserves located in Jigawa State of Nigeria?  

A: Kainji Dam  

B: Hadeija-Nguru Wetland  

C: Kanyang Mountain  

D: Oban Hills National Park 

B 



 

 

yagayogaThe treatise on evolution titled “On the Origin of Species by Natural Selection” was published 

by Charles Darwin in ..........  

A: 1849  

B: 1869  

C: 1859  

D: 1869 

C 

yagayogaAttempts at enhancing the use of coal has led to the development of a technology called  

A: Recycling  

B: Landfill  

C: Incineration  

D: Briquetting 

D 

yagayogaThe theory of evolution which states that only changes affecting the germplasm is heritable 

was propounded by..........  

A: Charles Darwin  

B: August Weismann  

C: Victor Hugo De Vries  

D: Aristotle 

B 

yagayogaThe philosopher who propounded the famous “theory of mutation” was ..........  

A: Alfred Wallace  

B: Thomas Huxley  

C: Victor Hugo De Vires  

D: August Weismann 

C 



 

 

yagayogaThe 19th century witnessed a revolution due to the invention of ..........  

A: telescope  

B: magnifying lens  

C: microscope  

D: electronic device 

D 

yagayogaThe earliest scientists recorded in history were the ..........  

A: Romans  

B: Britons  

C: Americans  

D: Greeks 

D 

yagayoga“Living things as machines” is a slogan in the scope of ..........  

A: physiology  

B: biotechnology  

C: bacteriology  

D: biophysics 

B 

yagayoga.......... constructed a method of the planetary system in his book that is better known under 

the Arabic title “Almagest”.  

A: Aristotle  

B: Euclid  

C: Plato  

D: Ptolemy 

D 

yagayogaThe most famous naturalist who wrote on the origin of species was .......... 



 

 

A: Erasmus Darwin  

B: Charles Darwin  

C: George Cuvier  

D: Alfred Wallace  

B 

yagayogaWhich of the following is NOT incorrect about the man Albert Einstein?  

A: mathematician  

B: theoretical physicist  

C: astronomer  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayogaThe dictum that “everything in the universe has a purpose” was stated by ..........  

A: St. Thomas Aquinas  

B: Albert Einstein  

C: Aristotle  

D: Archimedes  

C 

yagayogaThe law that “a line joining a planet and the sun sweeps out equal areas in equal intervals of 

time” was stated by ..........  

A: Newton  

B: Johannes  

C: Aristotle  

D: Plato 

B 

yagayogaWho among the following proposed the notion that the Earth revolves around the Sun as early 

as in the 3rd Century BC?  



 

 

A: Socrates  

B: Aristotle  

C: Aristarchus  

D: Plato 

C 

yagayoga.......... is the study of the structure and transformation of matter.  

A: astronomy  

B: physics  

C: chemistry  

D: botany 

C 

yagayoga.......... is the astronomical model in which the Earth and planet revolve around a relatively 

stationary sun at the center of the solar system.  

A: Geocentrism  

B: Heliocentrism  

C: Galactocentrism  

D: none of the above 

B 

yagayogaAccording to Aristotle, soul composed of two broad components namely ..........  

A: rational part and irrational part  

B: scientific and calculative  

C: desiderative and vegetative  

D: rational and scientific 

A 

yagayogaThe dictum that “God does not play dice with the universe” was stated by ..........  

A: James C. Maxwell  



 

 

B: Albert Einstein  

C: Aristotle  

D: Isaac Newton  

B 

yagayogaThe following are air contaminants except ..........  

A: SO2  

B: CO  

C: NO2  

D: H2O 

D 

yagayogaWhat year did Maxwell publish a book entitled “A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic 

Field”?  

A: 1861  

B: 1862  

C: 1865  

D: 1866 

C 

yagayogaPrehistoric man is referred to as ..........  

A: Heidelberg man  

B: Swanscombe man  

C: Peking man 

D: Neanderthal man 

B 

yagayogaBorgu game reserve is located in ..........  

A: Niger state  

B: Bauchi state  



 

 

C: Bornu state  

D: Kwara state 

D 

yagayoga.......... are two key component of natural science  

A: observation and critical thought  

B: biological science and physical science  

C: concept and theories  

D: philosophies and sociology 

B 

yagayogaThe periodic table classified elements according to their .......... 

A: colours  

B: atomic weights  

C: form 

D: fragrances 

B 

yagayogaThe Earth is enveloped in a mass of gas called ..........  

A: atmosphere  

B: stratosphere  

C: troposphere  

D: thermosphere 

A 

yagayoga.......... is temperature change in nature water bodies caused by human influence, such as used 

of water a coolant in power plants.  

A: visual pollution 

B: water pollution  

C: thermal pollution  



 

 

D: light pollution 

C 

yagayogaWastes from abattoirs are classified basically as ..........  

A: air pollution  

B: water pollution  

C: land pollution  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayoga.......... describes situation where toxins may pass through tropic levels becoming exponentially 

more concentrated in the process.  

A: environment  

B: biomagnifications  

C: bimagnification  

D: magnification 

B 

yagayoga.......... is the apparent motion of fixed objects seen by an observer in motion.  

A: relativity  

B: parallax  

C: star 

D: none of the above 

B 

yagayogaThe inventor of formal logic and who also pioneered the study of zoology is ..........  

A: Archimedes  

B: Plato  

C: Aristotle  

D: Euclid 



 

 

C 

yagayogaChemical energy is a form of ..........  

A: Kinetic energy  

B: Potential energy  

C: Solar energy  

D: None of the above 

C 

yagayogaIn the ancient Greece boys usually starts school at age ..........  

A: 5  

B: 6  

C: 7  

D: 8 

C 

yagayoga.......... proposed the atomic structure of matter which is just like our solar system  

A: Michael Faraday  

B: Niels Bohr  

C: Albert Einstein  

D: Isaac Newton 

B 

yagayogaThe foundation of the physical science rests upon two keys ..........  

A: concepts and theories  

B: philosophy and sociology  

C: biological science and physical science  

D: observation and critical thought 

C 



 

 

yagayogaBy your evaluation, which of these is not any environmentalist by any standard?  

A: Geographer  

B: Forester  

C: Surveyor  

D: Advocate and solicitor 

D 

yagayogaEnvironmental science is ..........  

A: the study of man and his environment  

B: the study between physical and human geography  

C: the study between past and present environment  

D: the study between developed and underdeveloped 

A 

yagayogaEnvironmental science is aimed at ..........  

A: man’s problems  

B: environmental problem  

C: forest background  

D: land problem 

B 

yagayogaWhich of these does NOT fit into this area of study?  

A: agriculture  

B: forestry  

C: photography  

D: social-cultural balance 

A 

yagayogaDramatic change in population density impinges on ..........  



 

 

A: change in environmental quality  

B: sex of man and animals  

C: production capacity of industries  

D: churches and mosques growth 

A 

yagayogaWhich of these is a misfit?  

A: hydrosphere  

B: spherical objects  

C: atmosphere  

D: lithosphere 

B 

yagayogaTradition is defined as ..........  

A: cultural dances by the society  

B: acceptance of a way of life and repeating it for a long time  

C: advanced form of culture  

D: models of culture 

B 

yagayogaVenn diagram showing linkages of physical components of earth does not include ..........  

A: hydrophobia  

B: lithosphere  

C: hydrosphere  

D: biosphere 

A 

yagayogaAtmosphere composition includes the following except ..........  

A: oxygen of about 21%  



 

 

B: nitrogen of about 78%  

C: argon and neon of about 1%  

D: atomic gas is above the carbon dioxide 

D 

yagayogaThe percentage composition of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is ..........  

A: 50%  

B: 0.03%  

C: 71%  

D: 0.22% 

B 

yagayogaMinerals are valuable materials or resources and are classified as .......... (Which one is odd in 

the following)  

A: mineral fuels  

B: logging  

C: ferro-alloy  

D: iron and non-ferro minerals 

B 

yagayogaIn the study of environmental science which of these did not talk about environment?  

A: Ufuah  

B: Whynne-Hammond  

C: Egede  

D: Hagett 

C 

yagayogaStock is ..........  

A: what is naturally available to man  

B: what is not naturally available to man  



 

 

C: looking at the stock  

D: receiving the stock 

A 

yagayogaNatural resources compete ..........  

A: in the forest  

B: in the market square  

C: in the market place  

D: in the presence of man 

C 

yagayogaConservation is said NOT to make sense in the following ways except one.  

A: indiscriminate felling of trees  

B: occurrence of wild fires in the forest and bushes  

C: protecting resources from unwanted exploitation  

D: in concentration on consumption of resources only 

C 

yagayogaEnvironmental remediation is advocated by ..........  

A: man  

B: doctor  

C: environmental  

D: aborigines 

A 

yagayogaLithosphere and hydrosphere refer to ..........  

A: sky and water  

B: water and river  

C: land and water  



 

 

D: gases and water 

C 

yagayogaWhich of these is environmentally friendly?  

A: deforestation  

B: shifting cultivation  

C: mining of lead  

D: mining of coal 

B 

yagayogaIt is NOT true that .......... can pollute the environment.  

A: solid waste  

B: gaseous waste  

C: agriculture  

D: factory fumes 

C 

yagayogaErosion is as a result of ..........  

A: good industrial development  

B: heavy rain and lack of landscaping  

C: high population  

D: grazing 

B 

yagayogaWhich one of these is not renewable?  

A: mining of marble stones  

B: forest trees  

C: water  

D: metals 



 

 

A 

yagayogaWhich of these is responsible for the massive exploitation of the environment?  

A: wild life  

B: fishes  

C: horticulturist  

D: man 

D 

yagayogaOnly one of these belong seriously to environmental sciences.  

A: geography  

B: work environment  

C: driving through the city  

D: work culture 

A 

yagayogaCulture is ..........  

A: dancing  

B: dressing  

C: evolved way of life  

D: tradition 

C 

yagayogaThe land surface of Earth for habitation by man is ..........  

A: 29%  

B: 39%  

C: 21%  

D: 31% 

A 



 

 

yagayogaEnergy flow pattern includes ..........  

A: source  

B: conversion  

C: consuming device  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayogaWhich method is employed in the direct conversion of solar energy into electrical energy?  

A: solar – thermal  

B: photovoltaic  

C: fuel cells  

D: none of the above 

B 

yagayogaMan entered the space age in the .......... century.  

A: 21st  

B: 20th  

C: industrial revolution  

D: none of the above 

B 

yagayogaThe branch of Engineering devoted to the study and development of materials, their 

properties, processing and applications is ..........  

A: Marine  

B: mechanical 

C: materials and metallurgical  

D: production 

C 

yagayogaWhich of the following energy source have the greatest negative impact on the environment?  



 

 

A: solar energy  

B: wind energy  

C: geothermal energy  

D: coal 

D 

yagayogaBroadband internet access became commonplace in developed  countries during the .......... 

A: industrial revolution  

B: renaissance period  

C: 21st century  

D: none of the above 

C 

yagayogaAdvances in power generation with the use of atomic power gave rise to which branch of 

Engineering?  

A: civil  

B: mechanical  

C: electrical  

D: nuclear 

D 

yagayogaThe rapid development of chemical, electrical, petroleum and steel technologies first took 

place during the ..........  

A: 21st century  

B: renaissance period  

C: 2nd industrial revolution  

D: stone age 

C 

yagayogaThe branch of Engineering devoted to the design and operation of systems to propel a ship is 

..........  



 

 

A: marine  

B: mechanical  

C: materials and metallurgical  

D: production 

A 

yagayogaWhich energy source enhanced the industrial revolution in the 18th and 19th century?  

A: solar energy  

B: nuclear energy  

C: wind energy  

D: coal 

D 

yagayogaPetroleum oil, natural gas, coal and hydro belong to which energy classification?  

A: renewable  

B: non-conventional  

C: conventional  

D: none of the above 

C 

yagayogaEnergy used for offices, schools, hospitals, stores and hotels is classified as ..........  

A: residential  

B: industrial  

C: transportation  

D: commercial 

D 

yagayogaMajor technological advances recorded during the Medieval era include the invention of ..........  

A: windmills  



 

 

B: watermills  

C: mechanical clocks  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayogaEfficient use of machinery, labour and raw materials for production is in area of ..........  

A: Materials Engineering  

B: Mechanical Engineering  

C: Industrial Engineering  

D: Chemical Engineering 

C 

yagayogaFactors that determine Energy usage include ..........  

A: economic  

B: technological  

C: lifestyle  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayogaEnergy of biological systems such as wood and wastes is called ..........  

A: biotechnology  

B: bioengineering  

C: biomass  

D: none of the above 

C 

yagayogaChemical energy is a form of which energy?  

A: kinetic  

B: nuclear  



 

 

C: potential  

D: all of the above 

C 

yagayogaEnergy usage in the transportation sector depends almost exclusively on which form of 

energy?  

A: solid fuel  

B: liquid fuel  

C: nuclear fuel  

D: none of the above 

B 

yagayogaWhich of the following is a contribution of Engineering and Technology to the society?  

A: societal transformation  

B: employment generation  

C: improved standards of living  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayogaProcessing into smokeless briquettes is used for which of the following fuels.  

A: LPG  

B: diesel  

C: coal  

D: uranium 

C 

yagayogaEnergy from the sun reaches the Earth in the form of ..........  

A: heat and light  

B: light and sound  

C: chemical and mechanical  



 

 

D: all of the above 

A 

yagayogaThe problem of radioactive waste generation and disposal is associated with ..........  

A: solar energy  

B: nuclear energy  

C: wind energy  

D: all of the above 

B 

yagayogaThe use of aero-turbine is associated with which form of energy?  

A: nuclear energy  

B: wind energy  

C: geothermal energy  

D: petroleum energy 

B 

yagayogaA major device for hydro-electric power generation is the ..........  

A: windmill  

B: gas turbine  

C: water turbine  

D: aero-turbine 



 

 

C

yagayogaThe micro-world of biology was discovered in the .......... century.  

A: 19th  

B: 20th  

C: 17th  

D: 15th 

C 

yagayogaThe biological principles of which of these philosophers is relevant in modern biological science  

A: Anaximander  

B: Aristotle  

C: Erasmus Darwin  



 

 

D: Xenophanes 

B 

yagayoga.......... coined the word ‘protoplasm’ as the physical basis of life.  

A: August Wiesmann  

B: Victor Hugo De Vries 

C: Thomas Henry Huxley  

D: George Curvier 

C 

yagayogaThe experiment that paved way for the synthesis of organic compounds was conducted by 

..........  

A: Oparin  

B: Miller  

C: Needham  

D: Spallanzi 

B 

yagayogaBipedalism is a characteristic possessed by ..........  

A: Apes  

B: man  

C: Monkeys  

D: Gibbons 

B 

yagayogaThe evolution of the giraffe’s long neck was used to buttress the inheritance of acquired traits 

by .......... 

A: Charles Darwin  

B: Jean Baptiste De Larmack  

C: Hugo De Vires  



 

 

D: Anaximander 

B 

yagayogaThe field of study that replaced natural history before the term ‘biology’ was adopted is ..........  

A: natural philosophy  

B: theology  

C: pharmacology  

D: geology 

D 

yagayogaThe idea of artificial selection was put forward by the Islamic scholar ..........  

A: Abu Rayham  

B: Al-Dinawari  

C: Al-Jahiz  

D: El-Bashir 

A 

yagayogaThe theory of biogenesis using microorganisms was first propounded by ..........  

A: Aristotle  

B: Oparin  

C: Francisco Redi  

D: Louis Pasteur  

D 

yagayogaThe first scientist to identify fossils as the remains of extinct animals was ..........  

A: Xenophanes  

B: Anaximander  

C: Anaximenes  

D: Aristotle 



 

 

A 

yagayogaOrang-utans and gorillas are examples of ..........  

A: lesser apes  

B: great apes  

C: largest apes  

D: marsupials 

C 

yagayogaThe oldest hominids belong to the genus ..........  

A: Zingamthropus  

B: Proconsuls  

C: Australopithecus 

D: Dryopithecus 

C 

yagayogaWhich of these is not in fossil lineage of humans?  

A: Pithecanthropus  

B: Sinanthropus pekinensis  

C: Homo habilis  

D: Australopithecus africanus 

D 

yagayogaWhich of these terms is not a synonym for ‘biotechnology’?  

A: bioinformatics  

B: genetic engineering  

C: tissue culture  

D: cell culture 

A 



 

 

yagayogaWorldwide access to better measurements, theoretical models and predictive model 

experimentation was developed in the .......... century.  

A: 20th  

B: 19th  

C: 21st  

D: 18th 

C 

yagayogaEndangered and threatened species need protection from fear of ..........  

A: destruction  

B: extinction  

C: propagation  

D: marginalization 

B 

yagayogaOne of these ways will help man evolve a sustainable use of his environment.  

A: deforestation  

B: overgrazing  

C: afforestation  

D: bush burning 

C 

yagayogaWhich of these is not a game reserves located in Jigawa State of Nigeria?  

A: Kainji Dam  

B: Hadeija-Nguru Wetland  

C: Kanyang Mountain  

D: Oban Hills National Park 

B 



 

 

yagayogaThe treatise on evolution titled “On the Origin of Species by Natural Selection” was published 

by Charles Darwin in ..........  

A: 1849  

B: 1869  

C: 1859  

D: 1869 

C 

yagayogaAttempts at enhancing the use of coal has led to the development of a technology called  

A: Recycling  

B: Landfill  

C: Incineration  

D: Briquetting 

D 

yagayogaThe theory of evolution which states that only changes affecting the germplasm is heritable 

was propounded by..........  

A: Charles Darwin  

B: August Weismann  

C: Victor Hugo De Vries  

D: Aristotle 

B 

yagayogaThe philosopher who propounded the famous “theory of mutation” was ..........  

A: Alfred Wallace  

B: Thomas Huxley  

C: Victor Hugo De Vires  

D: August Weismann 

C 



 

 

yagayogaThe 19th century witnessed a revolution due to the invention of ..........  

A: telescope  

B: magnifying lens  

C: microscope  

D: electronic device 

D 

yagayogaThe earliest scientists recorded in history were the ..........  

A: Romans  

B: Britons  

C: Americans  

D: Greeks 

D 

yagayoga“Living things as machines” is a slogan in the scope of ..........  

A: physiology  

B: biotechnology  

C: bacteriology  

D: biophysics 

B 

yagayoga.......... constructed a method of the planetary system in his book that is better known under 

the Arabic title “Almagest”.  

A: Aristotle  

B: Euclid  

C: Plato  

D: Ptolemy 

D 

yagayogaThe most famous naturalist who wrote on the origin of species was .......... 



 

 

A: Erasmus Darwin  

B: Charles Darwin  

C: George Cuvier  

D: Alfred Wallace  

B 

yagayogaWhich of the following is NOT incorrect about the man Albert Einstein?  

A: mathematician  

B: theoretical physicist  

C: astronomer  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayogaThe dictum that “everything in the universe has a purpose” was stated by ..........  

A: St. Thomas Aquinas  

B: Albert Einstein  

C: Aristotle  

D: Archimedes  

C 

yagayogaThe law that “a line joining a planet and the sun sweeps out equal areas in equal intervals of 

time” was stated by ..........  

A: Newton  

B: Johannes  

C: Aristotle  

D: Plato 

B 

yagayogaWho among the following proposed the notion that the Earth revolves around the Sun as early 

as in the 3rd Century BC?  



 

 

A: Socrates  

B: Aristotle  

C: Aristarchus  

D: Plato 

C 

yagayoga.......... is the study of the structure and transformation of matter.  

A: astronomy  

B: physics  

C: chemistry  

D: botany 

C 

yagayoga.......... is the astronomical model in which the Earth and planet revolve around a relatively 

stationary sun at the center of the solar system.  

A: Geocentrism  

B: Heliocentrism  

C: Galactocentrism  

D: none of the above 

B 

yagayogaAccording to Aristotle, soul composed of two broad components namely ..........  

A: rational part and irrational part  

B: scientific and calculative  

C: desiderative and vegetative  

D: rational and scientific 

A 

yagayogaThe dictum that “God does not play dice with the universe” was stated by ..........  

A: James C. Maxwell  



 

 

B: Albert Einstein  

C: Aristotle  

D: Isaac Newton  

B 

yagayogaThe following are air contaminants except ..........  

A: SO2  

B: CO  

C: NO2  

D: H2O 

D 

yagayogaWhat year did Maxwell publish a book entitled “A Dynamical Theory of the Electromagnetic 

Field”?  

A: 1861  

B: 1862  

C: 1865  

D: 1866 

C 

yagayogaPrehistoric man is referred to as ..........  

A: Heidelberg man  

B: Swanscombe man  

C: Peking man 

D: Neanderthal man 

B 

yagayogaBorgu game reserve is located in ..........  

A: Niger state  

B: Bauchi state  



 

 

C: Bornu state  

D: Kwara state 

D 

yagayoga.......... are two key component of natural science  

A: observation and critical thought  

B: biological science and physical science  

C: concept and theories  

D: philosophies and sociology 

B 

yagayogaThe periodic table classified elements according to their .......... 

A: colours  

B: atomic weights  

C: form 

D: fragrances 

B 

yagayogaThe Earth is enveloped in a mass of gas called ..........  

A: atmosphere  

B: stratosphere  

C: troposphere  

D: thermosphere 

A 

yagayoga.......... is temperature change in nature water bodies caused by human influence, such as used 

of water a coolant in power plants.  

A: visual pollution 

B: water pollution  

C: thermal pollution  



 

 

D: light pollution 

C 

yagayogaWastes from abattoirs are classified basically as ..........  

A: air pollution  

B: water pollution  

C: land pollution  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayoga.......... describes situation where toxins may pass through tropic levels becoming exponentially 

more concentrated in the process.  

A: environment  

B: biomagnifications  

C: bimagnification  

D: magnification 

B 

yagayoga.......... is the apparent motion of fixed objects seen by an observer in motion.  

A: relativity  

B: parallax  

C: star 

D: none of the above 

B 

yagayogaThe inventor of formal logic and who also pioneered the study of zoology is ..........  

A: Archimedes  

B: Plato  

C: Aristotle  

D: Euclid 



 

 

C 

yagayogaChemical energy is a form of ..........  

A: Kinetic energy  

B: Potential energy  

C: Solar energy  

D: None of the above 

C 

yagayogaIn the ancient Greece boys usually starts school at age ..........  

A: 5  

B: 6  

C: 7  

D: 8 

C 

yagayoga.......... proposed the atomic structure of matter which is just like our solar system  

A: Michael Faraday  

B: Niels Bohr  

C: Albert Einstein  

D: Isaac Newton 

B 

yagayogaThe foundation of the physical science rests upon two keys ..........  

A: concepts and theories  

B: philosophy and sociology  

C: biological science and physical science  

D: observation and critical thought 

C 



 

 

yagayogaBy your evaluation, which of these is not any environmentalist by any standard?  

A: Geographer  

B: Forester  

C: Surveyor  

D: Advocate and solicitor 

D 

yagayogaEnvironmental science is ..........  

A: the study of man and his environment  

B: the study between physical and human geography  

C: the study between past and present environment  

D: the study between developed and underdeveloped 

A 

yagayogaEnvironmental science is aimed at ..........  

A: man’s problems  

B: environmental problem  

C: forest background  

D: land problem 

B 

yagayogaWhich of these does NOT fit into this area of study?  

A: agriculture  

B: forestry  

C: photography  

D: social-cultural balance 

A 

yagayogaDramatic change in population density impinges on ..........  



 

 

A: change in environmental quality  

B: sex of man and animals  

C: production capacity of industries  

D: churches and mosques growth 

A 

yagayogaWhich of these is a misfit?  

A: hydrosphere  

B: spherical objects  

C: atmosphere  

D: lithosphere 

B 

yagayogaTradition is defined as ..........  

A: cultural dances by the society  

B: acceptance of a way of life and repeating it for a long time  

C: advanced form of culture  

D: models of culture 

B 

yagayogaVenn diagram showing linkages of physical components of earth does not include ..........  

A: hydrophobia  

B: lithosphere  

C: hydrosphere  

D: biosphere 

A 

yagayogaAtmosphere composition includes the following except ..........  

A: oxygen of about 21%  



 

 

B: nitrogen of about 78%  

C: argon and neon of about 1%  

D: atomic gas is above the carbon dioxide 

D 

yagayogaThe percentage composition of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere is ..........  

A: 50%  

B: 0.03%  

C: 71%  

D: 0.22% 

B 

yagayogaMinerals are valuable materials or resources and are classified as .......... (Which one is odd in 

the following)  

A: mineral fuels  

B: logging  

C: ferro-alloy  

D: iron and non-ferro minerals 

B 

yagayogaIn the study of environmental science which of these did not talk about environment?  

A: Ufuah  

B: Whynne-Hammond  

C: Egede  

D: Hagett 

C 

yagayogaStock is ..........  

A: what is naturally available to man  

B: what is not naturally available to man  



 

 

C: looking at the stock  

D: receiving the stock 

A 

yagayogaNatural resources compete ..........  

A: in the forest  

B: in the market square  

C: in the market place  

D: in the presence of man 

C 

yagayogaConservation is said NOT to make sense in the following ways except one.  

A: indiscriminate felling of trees  

B: occurrence of wild fires in the forest and bushes  

C: protecting resources from unwanted exploitation  

D: in concentration on consumption of resources only 

C 

yagayogaEnvironmental remediation is advocated by ..........  

A: man  

B: doctor  

C: environmental  

D: aborigines 

A 

yagayogaLithosphere and hydrosphere refer to ..........  

A: sky and water  

B: water and river  

C: land and water  



 

 

D: gases and water 

C 

yagayogaWhich of these is environmentally friendly?  

A: deforestation  

B: shifting cultivation  

C: mining of lead  

D: mining of coal 

B 

yagayogaIt is NOT true that .......... can pollute the environment.  

A: solid waste  

B: gaseous waste  

C: agriculture  

D: factory fumes 

C 

yagayogaErosion is as a result of ..........  

A: good industrial development  

B: heavy rain and lack of landscaping  

C: high population  

D: grazing 

B 

yagayogaWhich one of these is not renewable?  

A: mining of marble stones  

B: forest trees  

C: water  

D: metals 



 

 

A 

yagayogaWhich of these is responsible for the massive exploitation of the environment?  

A: wild life  

B: fishes  

C: horticulturist  

D: man 

D 

yagayogaOnly one of these belong seriously to environmental sciences.  

A: geography  

B: work environment  

C: driving through the city  

D: work culture 

A 

yagayogaCulture is ..........  

A: dancing  

B: dressing  

C: evolved way of life  

D: tradition 

C 

yagayogaThe land surface of Earth for habitation by man is ..........  

A: 29%  

B: 39%  

C: 21%  

D: 31% 

A 



 

 

yagayogaEnergy flow pattern includes ..........  

A: source  

B: conversion  

C: consuming device  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayogaWhich method is employed in the direct conversion of solar energy into electrical energy?  

A: solar – thermal  

B: photovoltaic  

C: fuel cells  

D: none of the above 

B 

yagayogaMan entered the space age in the .......... century.  

A: 21st  

B: 20th  

C: industrial revolution  

D: none of the above 

B 

yagayogaThe branch of Engineering devoted to the study and development of materials, their 

properties, processing and applications is ..........  

A: Marine  

B: mechanical 

C: materials and metallurgical  

D: production 

C 

yagayogaWhich of the following energy source have the greatest negative impact on the environment?  



 

 

A: solar energy  

B: wind energy  

C: geothermal energy  

D: coal 

D 

yagayogaBroadband internet access became commonplace in developed  countries during the .......... 

A: industrial revolution  

B: renaissance period  

C: 21st century  

D: none of the above 

C 

yagayogaAdvances in power generation with the use of atomic power gave rise to which branch of 

Engineering?  

A: civil  

B: mechanical  

C: electrical  

D: nuclear 

D 

yagayogaThe rapid development of chemical, electrical, petroleum and steel technologies first took 

place during the ..........  

A: 21st century  

B: renaissance period  

C: 2nd industrial revolution  

D: stone age 

C 

yagayogaThe branch of Engineering devoted to the design and operation of systems to propel a ship is 

..........  



 

 

A: marine  

B: mechanical  

C: materials and metallurgical  

D: production 

A 

yagayogaWhich energy source enhanced the industrial revolution in the 18th and 19th century?  

A: solar energy  

B: nuclear energy  

C: wind energy  

D: coal 

D 

yagayogaPetroleum oil, natural gas, coal and hydro belong to which energy classification?  

A: renewable  

B: non-conventional  

C: conventional  

D: none of the above 

C 

yagayogaEnergy used for offices, schools, hospitals, stores and hotels is classified as ..........  

A: residential  

B: industrial  

C: transportation  

D: commercial 

D 

yagayogaMajor technological advances recorded during the Medieval era include the invention of ..........  

A: windmills  



 

 

B: watermills  

C: mechanical clocks  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayogaEfficient use of machinery, labour and raw materials for production is in area of ..........  

A: Materials Engineering  

B: Mechanical Engineering  

C: Industrial Engineering  

D: Chemical Engineering 

C 

yagayogaFactors that determine Energy usage include ..........  

A: economic  

B: technological  

C: lifestyle  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayogaEnergy of biological systems such as wood and wastes is called ..........  

A: biotechnology  

B: bioengineering  

C: biomass  

D: none of the above 

C 

yagayogaChemical energy is a form of which energy?  

A: kinetic  

B: nuclear  



 

 

C: potential  

D: all of the above 

C 

yagayogaEnergy usage in the transportation sector depends almost exclusively on which form of 

energy?  

A: solid fuel  

B: liquid fuel  

C: nuclear fuel  

D: none of the above 

B 

yagayogaWhich of the following is a contribution of Engineering and Technology to the society?  

A: societal transformation  

B: employment generation  

C: improved standards of living  

D: all of the above 

D 

yagayogaProcessing into smokeless briquettes is used for which of the following fuels.  

A: LPG  

B: diesel  

C: coal  

D: uranium 

C 

yagayogaEnergy from the sun reaches the Earth in the form of ..........  

A: heat and light  

B: light and sound  

C: chemical and mechanical  



 

 

D: all of the above 

A 

yagayogaThe problem of radioactive waste generation and disposal is associated with ..........  

A: solar energy  

B: nuclear energy  

C: wind energy  

D: all of the above 

B 

yagayogaThe use of aero-turbine is associated with which form of energy?  

A: nuclear energy  

B: wind energy  

C: geothermal energy  

D: petroleum energy 

B 

yagayogaA major device for hydro-electric power generation is the ..........  

A: windmill  

B: gas turbine  

C: water turbine  

D: aero-turbine 

C 
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